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Thanksgiving

When You Wish Upon a Bone:  
Traditions and Lore of the Thanksgiving Wishbone 

One of the oldest Thanksgiving traditions still popular today is the ritual of breaking the turkey 
wishbone. Mythologists say that the wishbone is actually the third part of a unique Euro-American 
lucky charm triad. The other two lucky charms are the horseshoe and the four-leaf clover—but 
those are discussions for another day.

Science Before Superstition 

The wishbone, or furcula, of any species of fowl is formed by the 
fusion of the two sides of the collarbone with the breastbone, or 
sternum. Scientists have long known that this is important for flight. 
But paleontologists now believe the bone evolved more than  
150 million years ago because it has been found in two-legged, 
meat-eating dinosaurs that did not fly, such as the tyrannosaurus and 
velociraptor. These dinosaurs depended on their wishbones not for 
flight but to support them in an upright position as they held their prey. 

The Thanksgiving Wishbone Tradition

Dinosaurs aside, the wishbone tradition that most of us are familiar with instructs that after we 
carve the turkey and the edible meat is removed, the wishbone is saved whole and dried. Then  
two people (often children) each grab an end of the dry wishbone and pull, making a silent wish 
as they do so. The person who snaps off the largest piece is the one whose wish will be granted—
provided the wish has not been told to anyone. It’s interesting that the rule about the wish being 
kept secret to guarantee its fulfillment is shared by birthday-candle wishes as well as first-star wishes. 

Discussion Starters

 • In general, do you believe in lucky charms—that doing certain things or wearing certain items 
of clothing will bring you good luck?

 • Do you always make a wish when you blow out birthday candles? Do you make a wish when 
you see the first star of the evening? Why or why not?

 • Why do you think the wish must be kept secret to come true?

The Etruscans Believed in Chickens 

Although Thanksgiving is a New World custom, breaking the wishbone is not—it dates back to the 
Etruscans, an ancient Italian civilization. The Etruscans believed that chickens could help them 
foretell the future, and in a ritual called alectryomancy, or “rooster divination,” they placed a rooster 
in the center of a circle that had been drawn on the ground. The circle was divided into wedges, 
each representing a letter in the Etruscan alphabet. Food was sprinkled in each wedge, and 
scribes would note which wedges the rooster pecked at. Then local priests would use the rooster’s 
message to help foretell the city’s future and answer important questions.
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When the rooster was killed, its bones, particularly the wishbone, were thought to have magical 
powers that could bring luck to the owner or even to someone who merely touched or stroked the 
bone. The Romans, after coming into contact with the Etruscans, adopted some Etruscan customs, 
especially those having to do with divination.

The Bavarians Favored Geese 

Roman conquest brought the magic of the wishbone to the German states, including Bavaria. 
In fact, historians have found evidence that divination using a goose’s wishbone was common 
in medieval times. In 1455, Johannes Hartleib, a Bavarian physician, wrote that winter weather 
predictions were often made based on the color and texture of the wishbone of a goose. According 
to Hartleib, “When the goose has been eaten on St. Martin’s Day or Night [around November 
11], the oldest and most sagacious keeps the breast-bone and allowing it to dry until the morning 
examines it all around, in front, behind and in the middle. Thereby they divine whether the winter 
will be severe or mild, dry or wet, and are so confident in their prediction that they will wager their 
goods and chattels on its accuracy.”

By the 15th century, wishbone divination was also common in England. But the practice of breaking 
the wishbone of a goose or chicken and making a wish did not begin until early in the 17th century. 
The English called this practice “merrythought.”

Discussion Starters

 • Do you save the turkey wishbone and try for a “lucky break”?

 • How do you decide who gets to break the wishbone?

 • Do you ever remember a fight at the Thanksgiving table over who gets to break the 
wishbone? What happened?

 • What do you think of plastic wishbones? Would you use them at your Thanksgiving table?

The Americans Chose Turkeys 

From England, “merrythought” came to the America with the Pilgrims, who found wild turkeys 
plentiful and expanded the practice to include them. The term wishbone appears to be American, 
and it came into wide use in the mid-1800s when President Abraham Lincoln set the date for 
Thanksgiving and made it a national holiday.

The custom of breaking the wishbone has become so popular that plastic wishbones—
manufacturers claim they break just like the real thing—are now available from several online 
sources. With plenty of plastic wishbones at the table, instead of just a single real one from the 
turkey, everyone can participate in this old-time tradition.

So this Thanksgiving, be sure to add the Etruscans and their rooster divination as well as the 
Bavarians with their goose wishbones, and maybe even the dinosaurs with the first wishbones, to 
the list of things you’re thankful for—without them, we 21st century Americans would not be making 
wishes on wishbones, even the plastic kind.
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Test Your Knowledge of Wishbones and Turkey Day Trivia

1. What expression comes from the tradition of pulling apart the wishbone?

Answer: Lucky break.

2. In the “wishbone formation” common in football, where are the halfbacks in relation to the 
fullback?

Answer: Farther back.

3. Are birds the only animals with wishbones?

Answer: No, scientists believe that certain dinosaurs had them, too.

4. By the 1930s, wild turkeys in North America had reached an all-time low. How many were there?

Answer: About 3,000 to 4,000.

5. Is it true or false that male turkeys normally have small tracks with a middle toe that rarely 
exceeds two inches?

Answer: False.

6. More than 4,000 years ago, American Indians used a turkey bone to make a wild bird call. 
Which bone was it?

Answer: A wing bone.

7. Is it true or false that a turkey’s head will change color when it gets excited?

Answer: False.

8. Which magazine editor led the campaign to make Thanksgiving a national holiday?

Answer: Sara Josepha Hale, editor of Godey’s Lady’s Book.

9. Everyone knows that domestic turkeys can’t fly. Can wild turkeys fly?

Answer: Yes, they can fly short distances.

10. About how many turkeys are eaten during Thanksgiving?

Answer: A good estimate is that about 45 million turkeys are cooked for Thanksgiving.

How to Guarantee Getting the Long End of the Wishbone 

Here are a few tips to help you out:

 • Survey the situation. Check out the wishbone while it’s still in the kitchen drying out. Which 
side looks stronger? Be sure to grab the good side.

 • Make sure your hands are dry. Wash and dry your hands before you grab the wishbone. 
And, if you’re very serious about winning, you might even use a dusting of rosin.
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 • Check your grip. Firmly grasp the wishbone between your thumb and your forefinger, getting 
as close to the center point as possible.

 • Use leverage. Grasp the wishbone with your dominant hand. Use your non-dominant hand to 
push back against the table, counter, or nearby stationary surface.

 • Don’t give up. Sometimes it takes more than just a quick jerk to break the wishbone. You 
may have to battle for several seconds or even more than a minute.

Additional Activity 

There is an easy way to get a supply of wishbones without having to cook a bunch of turkeys. 
It’s called the Lucky Break Wishbone Company. If you want to give everyone a “break,” purchase 
some wishbones so that everyone can play.

  

http://www.luckybreakwishbone.com/ourproducts_carded.php

